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By C. Wieselsberger

Incidental to the remodeling of the experiment ckam-
her of its wind tunnel in 1932, the Aerodyaanic Institute
of the Technic~.1 High School, Aachen, has obtained a new
winii-tunnel balance which in its design and recording fea-
tures should be of some interest.**

The guiding principles in the design of the balance
vere:

1. Rapidity ar.dconveilience of measurement.

2. T?ide range of adaptation.

3. Yaw measurements.

As concerns the first requirement, the usual method
of recording tilelift on many of the conventional balances
is to measure two cozrponents of the lift rather than meas-
ure the total lift direct. The neasurernent of the two
lift components and of the drag defines the resultant
aerodynamic force in magnitude, direction, and position
if the attitude of the wing is symmetrical to the direc-
tio:l of the wind. ‘Jithknown magnitude of aerodynamic
force, its position can equally be expressed with the mo-
me-ntabout a stated axis, such as the leading edge of the
wing. Iiowever, there is a certain necessity for %eing
able to o’otain the total lift wit’h one measurement %ecause
—---— —--— _____________________ ____________ ________ —-.

~ll~ieaerodyne<~ische ~aage des Aachener ~ind~anales=ll

A.biiandluilgenaus dem Aerodynamischen Institut an der Tech-
nischen Eochschule Aachen, No. 14, 1934, pp. 24-26.
‘;’*Thistalance was first designed by the writer for the
wind tunnel of the Aichi Tokei Denki airplane factory at
~~a.go?ya~,.ud~uilt in the sho~osOf t’~efirm- It has been in
service there since 1929. Through the whole-hearted sup-
port of the said firm it was possible for us to obtain a
balance of the same type under favorable conditions for
OUT o~n wind tualle10
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the moment itself is of secondary importance in many cases.
ilow, if the desigriof the %ala~ce is such as to afford the
total lift in one measurement, the polar curve is perfect-
ly defined with two measurements, i.e., of total lift and
drag and consequently results i= a not inconsiderable sav-
ing of time.

The design and mode of operating the %alance may be
se:en.in figure 1. Temporarily arranged as three-component
.Scai.e,it may, however, be readi~y adapted for six-compo-
nent measa-rements. To.assure measurements in yaw the bal-
ance is ,arranged over the air stream and in such a manner
t-hatthe frame G, on which the balance is mounted, can
be rotated on a cast-iron ring R by means of four wheels.
The mounting of the wing relative to the frame is such as
to %ring the center of the leading edge on the axis A - A
of the ring, as a result of which this point does not
change its location while the balance rotates. The air-
foil is so suspended that the relative position of the
wires remains the same during a rotation of the %alanceo
To this end the attachment point B of the upward slop-
ing drag wire at the left is rigidly fastened to.the frame
and moves with the balance. This motion is obtained %y
fitting an appropriate slot in the entrance cone. The
drag balance ‘Jl itself manifests no novel features in
design or mounting. The total-lift measurement is based
upon t’heprinciple of the weigh%ridge. The suspension
wires of the model are joined at the upper lever T of
the weighbridge; the leverage is such as to assure a 3:1
reduction ratio o,fthe aerodynamic forces, i.e., the
weights seeded for weighing are only 1/3 of the actual ,
air loads,

Thus the total lift can Ye measured direct with.the
bala~ce I?z. As the top beam T of a weighbridge executes
a parallel motion w-henweighing, so the airfoil also moves
pa~allel in vertical direction. This is an advantage over
the usual methods whereby the airfoil turns about the lead-
ing edge and then about an axis through the rear sus-pen-
sion wire, because the ‘turning of the airfoil produces
changes in air loads which increase or decrease the sta-
bility of the balance according to whether in ~he partic-
ular angle-of-attack range the lift increases or ~ecreases
with increasing angle. This phenomenon which makes itself
felt disagreeably in the measurements is, of course, elim-
inated as soon as the airfoil moves strictly parallel as
in this particular design. The kalance W3 serves to
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measure the mo~ei~tabout the leading edge of the wing.
It-can be moved vertically. by neans of a spindle S, and
ther.ehyaccord a change in an.,qleof attack. On the other
hand, as the distance K F must be kept constant when
the angle of attack is charigedand must consistently equal
the distance H J, the spindle S is mounted on a %al-
a-nCe c, which slides on rollers.provi”ded o-nbeam T as
the balance W~ rises or drops.- “The’dist”ance K)?is
held constant with rod I)$ the points K -and F being
designed as pivots. The angle of attack is read on a
graduated scale E. With a base length of 300 mm (11.81
i-n.)(see further on) an angle-of-attack range of from
-30° tO +-30° is possible. Another advantage of this type
of balance is its suitability for a multitude of differ-
ent kinds of models. Thus it is forthwith possible to
change the Ilbaselengthll Z$ that is, the distance be-
tween front and rear suspension points of the model. The
connecting bar D passes at K through a sleeve, so
that it may be held at any point by means of a set screw.
In this manner the distance 1 nay be changed from 240-to
700 mm (9.45 to 27.56 in.). The short base lengths are
chiefly used for airfoil. measurements, while longer base
lengths assure a better and more substantial fixation
for long models such as fuselages and airships. Even for
coiilpleteairplane models it is of great advantage to have
free choice in the point of application of the rear sus-
pensioit wire. .,

The pivots of the levers shown as small circles in,
figure 1 are all knife edges, thus assuring ready re-
s-co~se. The balance 171 and W3 record an additional
w~ight of 1 g (0.0022 lb.) , while balance w~ still re-
cords a load of 3 g (0.0066 lb.) without pointer deflec-
tion.

It should be noted further that with this method of
model suspension, changes in angle of attack involve no
zero-point changes on balance W1 and Vz. This reduces
the time of recording as rrellas of evaluation.
ly the balance t73

Normal-
reveals zero-point changes caused by

the center of gravity of the model being outside rather
than on the connecting line H J. The resv-ltis then a
slig-ntchange in the amount of the dead weig’htwhen t~e
angle of attack chailges,which is apportioned to the sus-
pension wires. Xut for the W2 balance this shifting of
the weight quota is of no influence as it simply records
a. change’in total weight.
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‘-;The air.loads are measured in the known manner with
flat -weights (200 g = 0.441 lb,, the lowest] and sliding

“ ireights. I?igure2 is a ~hotogra,phof the %alance mount-
ed above the air stream.

4,.’.
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‘:-Tr,anslationby J. P“anier,
National Advisory .Committee
‘for’’AekQnautics.,,
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